We compared DVHs (dose volume histograms) of two tangential irradiation techniques for whole breast RT (radiotherapy): CT (computed tomography) based 2D (two dimensional) technique with wedge filters and 3D CRT (three dimensional conformal radiotherapy) with segmented fields. These two modalities are commonly used in external beam radiotherapy of breast cancer in Clinical Center Nis, Clinic of Oncology, Serbia. Therapy plans that employed two techniques were generated for eighteen patients. Dosimetric outcomes of each technique were investigated. The maximum dose of breast CTV was significantly reduced from 55.83 Gy for 2D to 54.1 Gy for 3D CRT. Also, the maximum dose of lung tissue decreased from 51.81 Gy for 2D to 49.61 Gy for 3D. The dose conformity and uniformity were much better with 3D CRT segmented field technique.
Introduction


Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in women. Whole breast radiotherapy after breast conserving surgery is regarded as the standard treatment for early stage breast cancer [1] . Breast cancer patients make 30% of all RT (radiotherapy) patients in the clinic. We have started to use 3D CRT (three dimensional conformal radiotherapy) since 2009. The most of breast cancer patients are treated routinely with this technique. Three dimensional approach in CT simulation allows VSim (virtual therapy simulation) of breast cancer patients that is more time effective. The standard technique in RT of breast cancer is two opposing tangential photon beams [1] [2] [3] . We performed a quantitative evaluation of the dose distribution using two tangential beams modalities of whole breast irradiation: virtual simulation of beams with physical wedges and conformal fields with segments.
Materials and Methods
Eighteen patients were included in this study
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ranging from 35-63 years of age. All the patients had left side breast cancer in early stage and were node negative. There were thirteen patients with pathologic stage I and five patients with stage II. Tumor size was less than 2 cm in seventeen patients and only one patient had tumor size more than 2 cm. Breast-conserving surgery has been performed on all of them, and external beam whole breast irradiation after.
Patients are immobilized in the supine position with Extended Wing Board (Civco Medical Solution, USA). Both arms of the patient are raised above patient's head. Clinical borders of breast tissue are marked with wire. The breast is marked with radio-opaque markers that are visible on CT in the medial, lateral, superior, and inferior directions. CT acquisition was performed from the neck to the abdomen with multislice CT scan dedicated for radiotherapy ( 
Discussion
Probability of curative intent in radiotherapy has been increased with patients treated with 3D CRT [1] [2] [3] . The most of RT departments use nowadays standard three dimensional conformal technique because of homogenous and tailored dose distribution inside the target volume while sparing healthy tissue. The most of the patients in our clinic are treated routinely with conformal technique, other with virtual therapy simulation. We compared two techniques in order to establish quality improvement. Virtual therapy simulation used 3D anatomical patient data [1, 2] and, based on this procedure, dose volume parameters Dmean, D50, D95 and V100 for 2D and 3D therapy planning were comparable for breast CTV. The dose distribution was acceptable for both plans. Our analysis of dose changes inside the breast glandular tissue is expected and consistent with many papers showing improvement of dose uniformity when using segmented field technique instead of standard 3D CRT in breast cancer radiotherapy [2, 4] . The values V95, CI and Dmax for lung tissue were also consistent with the literature data [2, 4] .
Standard three dimensional conformal technique in radiotherapy is necessary modality in treating patients.
Based on 3D approach in radiation therapy simulation, conformal tangential technique with segmented fields is superior to standard tangential technique with wedge filters in terms of dose uniformity for whole breast radiotherapy.
